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Description: The mighty Raghunath is

known to be the most popular and most
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a tough guy for himself. However, no one

imagined that very soon his life would
change dramatically. Raghunath is the
victim of a cunning plan to destroy his
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Dubbed In HD Movie Download.Q: Crypting

a text file in VB.NET In VB.NET I'm
converting a plain-text file into a crypted

one. I'm using some of the very basic
encryption methods to achieve this. What
is the best way to achieve this? A: You can
easily use the Public Class Cryptography

From Microsoft Documentation Public Class
Cryptography Public Sub Encrypt(ByVal

strText As String) 'Generate the key for the
encryption Dim tKey() As Byte = {&HBB7C
9BD3D1BAB4FAA47D278325C24C1} Dim
tSKey() As Byte = {&HFD5AE0DFB25AA49
D93B9D7E84CD9C36} 'Create a symmetric
cipher to encrypt the data Dim tCipher As
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New AesManaged() 'Set the key to the
symmetric cipher tCipher.Key = tKey 'Copy

the text to be encrypted to a new string
variable Dim strTextEncrypted As String

strTextEncrypted = tCipher.CreateEncrypto
r().TransformFinalBlock(strText, 0,

strText.Length) 'Convert the encrypted
data to Bytes, and write the results to a

file. Using fs As FileStream =
File.Create("c:\path\to\crypt.txt") Using sw
As StreamWriter = New StreamWriter(fs)

sw.Write(strTextEnc c6a93da74d
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